What are Extra Vacations℠ by RCI®?

Extra Vacations℠ by RCI® are week-long (7 nights) vacations* that are available to for cash purchase starting 540 days in advance of travel. Extra Vacations℠ by RCI® locations that have been recognized as achieving RCI’s highest recognition award, the RCI Gold Crown Resort® property designation. These RCI-affiliated resorts are located in sought after destinations around the globe.

If you've already exchanged your vacation time or have it saved for a future trip, consider Extra Vacations℠ by RCI®!**

Why Extra Vacations℠ by RCI®?

• You can book Extra Vacations℠ by RCI® regardless of whether you have Credits available to Exchange.**

• There is no limit to the number of Extra Vacations℠ by RCI® you can book.

• You can search a wide range of destinations within the RCI® portfolio of resorts.

• Exclusive Collection, member-only pricing.

• You can even add a Guest Certificate† to allow your family and friends to purchase Extra Vacations℠ by RCI®.

Call your Reservation Consultant to book your Extra Vacations℠ by RCI® today.

** These vacations are limited. Destinations and travel times are subject to availability and confirmed on a first come, first served basis. Offer includes only accommodations and specifically excludes travel costs and other expenses that may be incurred. Taxes, additional fees and charges may apply. All-inclusive resorts may charge a mandatory all-inclusive fee. Promotional discounts and offers may not apply to all properties. Other restrictions may apply. Offer void where prohibited by law.

** You must book an Extra Vacations℠ by RCI® through the call center 540 days or less before check-in. Extra Vacations℠ by RCI® are not available for your home property.

† Guest Certificate recipient must be at least 21 years of age. Certain fees and time restrictions may apply.
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